
REASONS TO BELIEVE!
““Do not go where the path may lead, 

go instead where there is no path and leave a trail.” Emerson

Act I
I.  Sea of Love!  Moral:   Friendship is the best way to sail through difficult times!
II. Free to Be Whatever! Moral:  With hard work, perseverance, and faith anything is possible!
III. A Silly Situation!  Moral:  Be happy with who you are! No need for greed!
IV. “The Wishes” Moral:  Be careful for what you wish for!  You just might get it!

Act II
V. “Taking Care of Business!” Moral:  Great thoughts lead to great things!
VI.  “Lady Liberty!” Moral: Be responsible for what you do and say!
VII. “Best Friends” Moral:  Obstacles  make us more determined and stronger in the end!

Care Actor Drama’s Club Mission:
The underlying philosophies behind Care Actor Drama allow students the opportunity to experience their 
imagination, understand commitment, build integrity, show compassion, and  demonstrate work ethic in 
such a way they will entertain, give, serve, learn, and feel a sense of accomplishment. 

“Difficult things take a long time, impossible things a little longer.”   ~Author Unknown

CHEGWIN Rehearsal Schedule UPDATE: 
Rehearsals: Wednesdays @  3:25 PM  until  4:30 PM  FIRST REHEARSAL IS OCTOBER 9!
Final Rehearsals:  Saturday, November 16 at 2:00pm (until 6:00pm) @ Goodrich Little Theater.       
                                 There will be a cast meal after rehearsals before the performance.
Showtime:  Saturday, November 16 at 6:30 PM @ Goodrich Little Theater  

STEM Rehearsal Schedule: 
Rehearsals: Tuesdays @  3:05 PM  until  4:00 PM  FIRST REHEARSAL IS OCTOBER 8!
Final Rehearsals:  Friday, November 15 at 4:00pm (until 6:00pm) @ Goodrich Little Theater.       
                                 There will be a cast meal after rehearsals before the performance.
Showtime:  Friday, November 15 at 6:30 PM @ Goodrich Little Theater  

Visit Care Actors’ website:
 http://www.mrbalwayscare.com/care-actors-2013-2014-tour.html

We’re _______  Drama!  We Act!!  That’s What we do!

Every Great Thing Starts With A Dream!
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“What is now proved was once only imagined.? Blake

Always Care!  Be the Difference! Learn Why!   Perseverance!  Spirit!  Support!
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"Whatever"

I'm free to be whatever I
Whatever I choose 

And I'll sing the blues if I want 

I'm free to say whatever I
Whatever I like

If it's wrong or right it's alright 

It.. Always seems to me
You only see what people want you to see

How long's it gonna be
Before we get on the bus

And cause no fuss
Get a grip on yourself

It don't cost much 

(2x) Free to be whatever you
Whatever you say 

If it comes my way it's alright 

You're free to be wherever you
Wherever you please

You can shoot the breeze if you want 

Whatever you do
Whatever you say

Yeah I know it's alright
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Best Friends Forever

We dont always like the same things take ice cream
We like different flavors
And we dont always see things the same once you
called me a name and I returned the favor
But you are my Best friend forever we wont ever let that end no never
You are here for me and I am here for you
Thats what best friends do
We dont always see eye to eye dont ask me why But we dont mind it
And we dont always get along but our friendships strong
We can always find it
And you are my best friend forever we wont ever let that end no never
You are here for me and I am here for you
 Thats what best friends do

We dont always fit in with the crowd but we still
stand proud and we stand together
And we dont care what other people say we go our own
true way that works a whole lot better
And you are my best friend forever we wont ever let that end no never
You are here for me and I am here for you thats what best friends do
You are my best friend forever we wont ever let that end no never
You are here for me and I am here for you thats what best friends do
Thats what best friends do
Thats what best friends do
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Sea of Love

Narrator
Captain
Mate 1

Narrator/Dock
It was a dark and stormy night
and things on the ship were not quite right!
Despite the captain’s good will,
It seemed the crew were  all quite ill!

Shipmate:
Captain, I think we have a sick boat,
we need help if it we want it to continue to float!

Captain:
No need to worry I know exactly what to do if our boat is not well,

Shipmate:
What should we do?

Captain:
Take it the Dock of course! (Chorus:  Budump Bump)  Hoist the sails for the wind 
is fair! Let’s head to the nearest dock!

Shipmate and Captain: 
Wait before we set sail.  I see some sailors in distress?
Tell me,  brothers and sisters, why are you so depressed?

Kinship:
We’ve begun to fight 
and not treat each other right!
So our Kinship sank like a rock,
when when we tied it to the dock!

(Rep) We’ve had to abandon our ship, 
and now we’re in a titanic hardship!
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Chorus:
Well, you know what they say!
Shape up or Ship Out!

Captain and mate:
Well now matees, This might not be a Kinship!
But climb aboard and join this adventurous trip!

We’re off to see the doc to for a remedy 
So grab an oar and join our melody! 

Chorus 
Just remember captain runs the tightest ship in the shipping business!
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Shipmate and Captain: 
Wait before we set sail.  I see some sailors in distress?
Tell me, athletes, why are you so depressed?

Sportsmanship:
After we lost our game we begun to fight 
and not treat each other right!
So our Sportsmanship sank like a rock,
when when we tied it to the dock!

(Rep) We’ve had to abandon our ship, 
and now we’re in a titanic hardship!

Chorus:
Well, you know what they say!
Shape up or Ship Out!

Captain and mate:
Well now matees, This might not be a Sportsmanship!
But climb aboard and join this adventurous trip!

We’re off to see the doc to for a remedy 
So grab an oar and join our melody! 

Chorus 
Just remember captain runs the tightest ship in the shipping business!
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--------------------------------------------------------------------
Shipmate and Captain: 
Wait before we set sail.  I see some sailors in distress?
Tell me,  aliens, why are you so depressed?

Spaceship:
We’ve been lost on Earth and begun to fight 
and not treat each other right!
So our Spaceship sank like a rock,
when when we tied it to the dock!

(Rep) We’ve had to abandon our ship, 
and now we’re in a titanic hardship!

Chorus:
Well, you know what they say!
Shape up or Ship Out!

Captain and mate:
Well now matees, This might not be a Spaceship!
But climb aboard and join this adventurous trip!

We’re off to see the doc to for a remedy 
So grab an oar and join our melody! 

Chorus 
Just remember captain runs the tightest ship in the shipping business!
--------------------------------------------------------------------
Shipmate and Captain: 
Wait before we set sail.  I see some sailors in distress?
Tell me, great  scholars, why are you so depressed?

Scholarship:
We’ve failed our test begun to fight 
and not treat each other right!
So our Scholarship sank like a rock,
when when we tied it to the dock!

(Rep) We’ve had to abandon our ship, 
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and now we’re in a titanic hardship!

Chorus:
Well, you know what they say!
Shape up or Ship Out!

Captain and mate:
Well now matees, This might not be a Scholarship!
But climb aboard and join this adventurous trip!

We’re off to see the doc to for a remedy 
So grab an oar and join our melody! 

Chorus 
Just remember captain runs the tightest ship in the shipping business!

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Shipmate and Captain: 
Wait before we set sail.  I see some sailors in distress?
Tell me, great priests, why are you so depressed?

Worship:
We’ve lost our faith because everyone’s begun to fight 
and not treat each other right!
So our Worship sank like a rock,
when when we tied it to the dock!

(Rep) We’ve had to abandon our ship, 
and now we’re in a titanic hardship!

Chorus:
Well, you know what they say!
Shape up or Ship Out!

Captain and mate:
Well now matees, This might not be a Worship!
But climb aboard and join this adventurous trip!

We’re off to see the doc to for a remedy 
So grab an oar and join our melody! 
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Chorus 
Just remember captain runs the tightest ship in the shipping business!
-------------------------------------------------------------------
Captain:
Well, now you’ve all been a might fine crew!
Looks like we’ve sailed through hard times!

Mate:
Here comes the dock now!

Captain:
We’ve sailed the ocean blue through wind and rain,
could please help us though all our great pain!

Dock:
Well, now, looks like you’ve done that on your own!
For you’ve set sail on the perfect ship!

All Crew:
What ship is that?

Dock:
Why the most powerful ship of them all, FRIENDSHIP!
and because of that you’ve won a championship!

Crew:  We are the champions!  (song plays)

Captain:
But Doc, we  still need to know why our ships sank when tied to the docks?

Doc:
Well, now, that was because of pier pressure!   

Chorus:
What’s the moral? 

Moral Person:
With faith, friends, and hard work, we can all sail through difficult water and do 
WHATEVER to make our dreams come true!
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THE WISH!

Scene 1
Actor 1:  Hey, can I have that 10 dollars you owe me?
Actor 2:  I don’t owe you $10!
Thief:  Alright, give me all your money this is a stick up! Hand it over!
Actor 2: Quick take this!
Actor 1: What is it?
Actor 2:  It’s the $10 I owe you!!
Thief: I’ll be taking that!

Chorus:  Be careful what you wish for! It  just might come true!

Scene 2
Actor:  Come on you old mutt!  We gotta get going!  I miss those days when you 
were a puppy!  
Dog:  barks
Actor:  What is it?  A lamp?  A magical Lamp!  (Genie appears)
Genie:  Hello master!  My wish is your command!
Actor:  I wish my dog was twenty year younger than me!
Genie:  As you wish!
(Poof man ages twenty years)
Actor:  (using old voice) What’s happen to me?
Dog:  Hurry up you old man! I miss those days when you were a kid!

Chorus:  Be careful what you wish for! It  just might come true!

Scene 3
Actor 3:  Let’s get cleaning!  We got a lot of work to do!
Actor 2:  (trips) What this?!  
All:  It’s a lamp?  A magical Lamp!  (Genie appears)
Genie:  Hello masters!  My wish is your command! You each  may make a wish!
Actor 1:  I wish I was on a tropical island!
Genie:  As you wish! (Poof wish comes true)
Actor 2:  I wish I was on a tour of France!
Genie:  As you wish! (Poof wish comes true)
Actor 3:  I wish those two would get back here to help me finish this job!
Genie:  As you wish! (Poof wish comes true)
Actor 1 and 2: Thanks a lot!
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Chorus:  Be careful what you wish for! It  just might come true!

Scene 4
Chorus:  Get to work _______ and ________!
Actor 1:  Nobody likes us!  
Actor 2: We’re always stuck doing all the work!
All:  What’s this? It’s a lamp?  A magical Lamp!  (Genie appears)
Genie:  Hello masters!  My wish is your command! 
Actor 1 and Actor 2:  We want everyone to love us!
Genie:  As you wish! (Poof wish comes true:  They turn into pizza and chocolate!)

Chorus:  Be careful what you wish for! It  just might come true!

Actor 1 (Pizza) and Actor 2 (Chocolate):  We this part in this play has made us 
hungry!  Join us for a short intermission!
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A Silly Situation!
Narrator
King
Head
Pants People
Light Bulb People
Door People
Drowning People

Punchline:  You should have quit while you were ahead!
Moral:  The need for greed will not get you ahead in life!

Narrator/ Fairy Headmaster:
Once upon a time, there live a king who was old, weak, and frail,
and new that it was time to retire.  The only problem was the king had only one 
heir to the thrown and that heir was just a head, hard fit to be king.

King:
I am old, weak, and frail.  I must retire.  But who could take my place of king of 
this fine kingdom.

Head:  
Why father I could take your place.  I tired of just being the Head Chef!

King:
You but your just a head!  Now, you must have your head in the clouds again!

Head:
Father, I know you think I’m a head case, but from head to toes I am fit to be king!

King:
That’s the problem you have no toes.  But I adore your passion and headstrong 
attitude.  No, I need a someone full mind, body, and soul! for this position!  Sol, 
now, get the idea of becoming king out of your head. 

Head:
Perhaps, he’s right.  I will never be full mind, soul, and body!

Fairy Headmaster:
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Now, now, keep your head up!  I am your fairy Headmaster and I think if we put 
our heads together we can make you full mind, body, and soul!

Head:
Now, fairy headmaster, that’s the silliest thing I’ve ever heard!

Fairy Headmaster:
That’s it!  You just hit in on the head!   You must go a quest for silly situations! 
And with each silly situation you will gain a body part!  After, three silly situations 
you will be full mind, soul, and body and fit to be a king!

Head:
Whoah, now that’s a real head turner!  You say I must go on a quest for three silly 
situations and after three silly situations I will be full mind, soul, and body and fit 
to be a king!

Fairy Headmaster:
That correct! 

Head:
When should I go?

Chorus:
Get a head start!

Head:
Where should I go?
Chorus:
Head that way!
------------------------------------------------------------------
Silly Situation One:  Pants
---------------------------------
Silly Pants People:
123-- jump!  Almost... let’s try it again!

Head:
Excuse me fine people,  but what are trying to accomplish?

Silly Pants People:
In’t it obvious, we’re trying to put our pants!
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Head:
That’s not how you put your pants on!

Silly Pants People:
It’s not?  Then, how?

Head:
You put your pants on one leg at a time!

Silly Pants People:
Let’s try it!  It works!  What a wise head you are!

Head:
and what silly people you are! Hey, that’s one silly situation! (Body changes)  
What’s happening?  I’ve got hands and arms!  It’s working!   I am already feeling 
more handy!

--------       -------------         -------------        -------------      ------------
Silly Situation Two:  Light Bulb
---------------------------------------
Light Bulb People:
Easy, Easy!  We’ve almost got it!

Head:
Excuse me fine people,  but what are trying to accomplish?

Light Bulb People:
In’t it obvious, we’re trying to screw in a light bulb!

Head:
That’s not how you screw in a light bulb!

Light Bulb People:
It’s not?  Then, how?

Head:
You simply use your hand and twist it in place!!
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Light Bulb People:
Let’s try it!  It works!  What a wise head, arms, and hands you are!

Head:
and what silly people you are! Hey, that’s two silly situation! (Body changes)  
What’s happening?  I’ve got legs!  It’s working!   I am starting to leg up on my 
competition!
--------       -------------         -------------        -------------      ------------
Silly Situation Three:  Door
---------------------------------------
Door  People:
Alright, now... Let’s try it again!  One, two, three.... (They run into the door and fall down)

Head:
Excuse me fine people,  but what are trying to accomplish?

Door  People:
In’t it obvious, we’re trying to open the door!

Head:
That’s not how you open a door!

Door  People:
It’s not?  Then, how?

Head:  You simply read and pull the door open!!

Door  People: Let’s try it! (They read:) Pull It works!  What a wise head, arms, 
hands, and legs you are!

Head:
and what silly people you are! Hey, that’s three silly situation! (Body changes)  
What’s happening?  I’ve got a body!  It’s worked!   I am finally somebody! I am 
not fit to be king! But wait a second, if three silly situations made me somebody! I 
wonder what what four silly situations would do?  Perhaps, it would make me the 
best king of all times!  I would be better, than King Arthur, the king of Rock, the 
king of pop, the lion king, king kong....

Chorus: 
Enough already!
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--------       -------------         -------------        -------------      ------------
Silly Situation Four:  The Drowning
---------------------------------------
Drowning People:
What a great swim! Alright, now... Let’s make sure we’re all here!  One, two, three, 
four, five.... (They all scream)!  Help!  Help! Someone has drowned!

Head:
Excuse me fine people,  but what seems to be problem?

Drowning People:
In’t it obvious, someone has drowned! When went swimming there were six of us 
but now there is only five!  One, two, three, four, five!  See! Someone has 
drowned!

Head:
That’s not how you count!

Drowning People:
It’s not?  Then, how?

Head:
Your forgetting to count yourself!

Drowning People:
Let’s try it!  One, Two, Three, Four, Five, Six!!  We’re all alive!    What a wise 
head, arms, hands, legs and bodyyou are!

Head:
and what silly people you are! Hey, that’s four silly situation! (Body changes)  
What’s happening?  (the person explodes)

Chorus:   He’s exploded!

Fairy Headmaster / Old King
He should of quit when he was ahead!

Chorus:  He should of quit when he was ahead!

What’s the moral  _______?   The need for greed will not get you ahead!
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Taking Care of Business!!
(A Day in the Life of an Entrepreneur!)

Salesperson:  Are you tired of always changing your mind? Well, say good bye to all 
your headaches!  Change your mind for once and for all with our creative, intelligent, 
and practical brain!

Chorus:    Oh!  Oh!  Looks like there up to some funny business!

Salesperson:  Well, well, clowns!! Can I help you?  You look like you’ve lost your mind!  

Clowns:  Mind your own business! 

Salesperson:  Well, today’s your lucky day!  Minds are my business!  Get some peace 
of mind by picking my minds!

Clowns: Well, we have been a bit absent minded lately?  Wow!! You have so many 
brains to pick from; it’s going to be hard to make up our mind!

Salesperson:  Well, let’s do a little brainstorming?  Mmm... your funny.... you like to 
laugh... Ah, ha... the bozo clown brainbrain is a no brainer for you! And don’t worry it’s 
not a dirty mind... it’s been brain washed!  There’s a price on its head!

Clowns:  Now that’s a price that really blows our mind!

Salesperson:   Exactly my thoughts!

Chorus: You know what they say; great minds think alike!

Clowns:  We’ll take it! Now, we can do anything!

Chorus:  Of course you can!  You know what they say:  mind over matter!
--------------------------------
Group 2:  Monkeys

Salesperson:  You too can say good bye to all your headaches!  Change your mind for 
once and for all with our creative, intelligent, and practical brain!

Chorus:    Oh!  Oh!  Looks like there up to some monkey business!

Salesperson:  Well, well, monkeys!! Can I help you?  You look like you’ve lost your 
mind!  
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Monkeys:  Mind your own business! 

Salesperson:  Well, today’s your lucky day!  Minds are my business!  Get some peace 
of mind by picking my minds!

Monkeys: Well, we have been a bit absent minded lately?  Wow!! You have so many 
brains to pick from; it’s going to be hard to make up our mind!

Salesperson:  Well, let’s do a little brainstorming?  Mmm... you’re a monkey.... you’re 
curious... Ah, ha... the Curious George  brain is a no brainer for you! And don’t worry it’s 
not a dirty mind... it’s been brain washed!  There’s a price on its head!

Monkeys:  Now that’s a price that really blows our mind!

Salesperson:   Exactly my thoughts!

Chorus: You know what they say; great minds think alike!

Monkeys:  We’ll take it! Now, we can do anything!

Chorus:  Of course you can!  You know what they say:  mind over matter!
-------------------
Group 3 -- Performers

Salesperson:  You too can say good bye to all your headaches!  Change your mind for 
once and for all with our creative, intelligent, and practical brain!

Chorus:    Oh!  Oh!  Looks like there up to some show business!

Salesperson:  Well, well, stage performers!! Can I help you?  You look like you’ve lost 
your mind!  

Performers:  Mind your own business! 

Salesperson:  Well, today’s your lucky day!  Minds are my business!  Get some peace 
of mind by picking my minds!

Performers: Well, we have been a bit absent minded lately?  Wow!! You have so many 
brains to pick from; it’s going to be hard to make up our mind!

Salesperson:  Well, let’s do a little brainstorming?  Mmm... you like singing... you like 
dancing.. Ah, ha... the Michael Jackson brain is a no brainer for you! And don’t worry it’s  
not a dirty mind... it’s been brain washed!  There’s a price on its head!

Performers:  Now that’s a price that really blows our mind!
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Salesperson:   Exactly my thoughts!

Chorus: You know what they say; great minds think alike!

Performers:  We’ll take it! Now, we can do anything!

Chorus:  Of course you can!  You know what they say:  mind over matter!
-------------------
Group 4 -- Lawyers

Salesperson:  You too can say good bye to all your headaches!  Change your mind for 
once and for all with our creative, intelligent, and practical brain!

Chorus:    Oh!  Oh!  Looks like there up to some serious business!

Salesperson:  Well, well, monkeys!! Can I help you?  Each of you like a head case!  

Lawyers:  Mind your own business! 

Salesperson:  Well, today’s your lucky day!  Minds are my business!  Get some peace 
of mind by picking my minds!

Lawyers: Well, we have been a bit absent minded lately?  Wow!! You have so many 
brains to pick from; it’s going to be hard to make up our mind!

Salesperson:  Well, let’s do a little brainstorming?  Mmm... you uphold the law.. you 
believe in justice.. Ah, ha... the Superman brain is a no brainer for you! And don’t worry 
it’s not a dirty mind... it’s been brain washed!  There’s a price on its head!

Lawyers:  Now that’s a price that really blows our mind!

Salesperson:   Exactly my thoughts!

Chorus: You know what they say; great minds think alike!

Lawyers:  We’ll take it! Now, we can do anything!

Chorus:  Of course you can!  You know what they say:  mind over matter!
-------------------
Group 5 -- Runners

Salesperson:  You too can say good bye to all your headaches!  Change your mind for 
once and for all with our creative, intelligent, and practical brain!

Chorus:    Oh!  Oh!  Looks like there up to some serious business!
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Salesperson:  Well, well, monkeys!! Can I help you?  Likes you all have a one track 
mind!  

Runners:  Mind your own business! 

Salesperson:  Well, today’s your lucky day!  Minds are my business!  Get some peace 
of mind by picking my minds!

Runners: Well, we have been a bit absent minded lately?  Wow!! You have so many 
brains to pick from; it’s going to be hard to make up our mind!

Salesperson:  Well, let’s do a little brainstorming?  Mmm... you’re fast.. you’re in 
shape.. Ah, ha... the Usain Bolt brain is a no brainer for you! And don’t worry it’s not a 
dirty mind... it’s been brain washed!  There’s a price on its head!

Runners:  Now that’s a price that really blows our mind!

Salesperson:   Exactly my thoughts!

Chorus: You know what they say; great minds think alike!

Runners:  We’ll take it! Now, we can do anything!

Chorus:  Of course you can!  You know what they say:  mind over matter!
-------------------
Group 5 -- Limbo
Salesperson:  You too can say good bye to all your headaches!  Change your mind for 
once and for all with our creative, intelligent, and practical brain!

Chorus:    Oh!  Oh!  Looks like he / she is getting down to business!

Salesperson:  Well, well,  limbo person!! Can I help you?  You look like your falling 
head over heals!  

Limbo:  Mind your own business! 

Salesperson:  Well, today’s your lucky day!  Minds are my business!  Get some peace 
of mind by picking my minds!

Limbo: Well, I have been a bit absent minded lately?  Wow!! You have so many brains 
to pick from; it’s going to be hard to make up our mind!

Salesperson:  Well, let’s do a little brainstorming?  Mmm... you’re flexible... you’re 
determined..  Your dedicated......... Ah, ha... the _______  brain is a no brainer for you! 
And don’t worry it’s not a dirty mind... it’s been brain washed!  There’s a price on its 
head!
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Limbo:  Wait a minute, one million dollars, thats pretty expensive!

Salesperson:   Exactly my thoughts!

Chorus: You know what they say; great minds think alike!

Limbo:  I  don’t get it?  Why is that brain so expensive?  It ten times more Einstein’s?

Salesperson:   Well, you see this brain is just like new! It’s never been used!

Chorus:  It’s just like new! It’s never been used!
-------------------
Moral:  Use your head! 
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Statue of Liberty
Narrator
King
Head
Pants People
Light Bulb People
Door People
Drowning People

Punchline:  You should have quit while you were ahead!
Moral:  The need for greed will not get you ahead in life!

Narrator One:  
Greetings and salutations!  Welcome to the drama club’s premier performance of  
the world famous play “Statue of Liberty!”

Narrator Two:  
This play comes to us at an appropriate time as we prepare to give thanks for our 
family and friends.

Narrator One:  
This thriller explores the obstacles that may occur during a friendship! Well, it 
looks like our main character has entered stage!  Enjoy!

Stage Manager:  (Cleaning the statue)  Oh, excuse me, I didn’t see you sitting 
there!  Let me introduce myself, my name is____, and I am the stage manager of 
this here theater, Goodrich Little Theater!  That’s right, I pretty much run the show, 
but you don’t need to tell that to the director.  It will be our little secret!  

Oh, this?  This here is the newest addition to Goodrich Little Theater.  It’s our own 
version of the statue of liberty!    MMM., strange, sometimes I think it moves.  In 
fact, sometimes, I even think that it talks!  Strange, huh? MMM.  Maybe, I am just 
overworked! O, well, it looks like its almost showtime, so I better tend to the cast!  
Enjoy!

Narrator One:  
Well, to become a successful actor, students must keep their grades up! Therefore, 
students often begin their day by completing their homework.   In fact, here are 
some actors now meeting at the statue.
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Student  One:  Can you believe how much homework we had?

Student Two:  Yeah, _________got a little carried away!

Student Three:  So did you get your homework finished?

Student Four:  Not exactly!

Student Five:  Well, no to be exact!

Student Six:  We kind of .. forgot our planners at school!  We better get going on 
it!

Students One, Two, and Three :  Let’s work on extra credit.

(Statue Takes the Homework)

Students One, Two, and Three :  Well, that does that, extra  credit finished.  Wait 
a second, where’s our homework?  You stole it!

Students Four:  What are you talking about?  

Students One, Two, and Three :  You stole it because you were jealous!

Student Five: What that is absurd! We would never take your homework! We are  
so offended! 

Student Six:  We were just working over here!

Students One, Two, and Three :  Liars!

Students Four,  Five, and Six:  Fine!  Find yourself some new friends!

Students One, Two, and Three :   Fine!
-------------------------------------------Scene 2-----------------------------------------
Narrator Two:  
Well, that’s really too bad, if you can’t trust a friend who can you trust? Well, look 
at the time.  School has begun its time for the PBIS Assembly! Look, here are 
some excited friends right now!
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Student  One:  Can you believe all the PBIS Slips I have! 

Student Two:  Me Too!

Student Three:  I must have hundreds!

Students One,Two, and Three:  How many do you all have?

Student Four:  Not so many!

Student Five:  Well, none to be exact!

Student Six:  It wasn’t exactly a banner quarter!

Students One ,Two, and Three:  Well, let’s count them and write our homeroom 
and name on them.

(Statue Takes the POP Slips)

 
Students One, Two, and Three :  Well, that does that.  Wait a second, where are 
our PBIS Slips?  You took them!

Students Four:  What are you talking about?  

Students One, Two, and Three :  You stole it because you were jealous!

Student Five: What that is absurd! We would never  take your  PBIS slips! We are  
so offended! 

Student Six:  We were just  talking!

Students One, Two, and Three :  Liars!

Students Four,  Five, and Six:  Fine!  Find yourself some new friends!

Students One, Two, and Three :   Fine!

-------------------------------------------Scene 3-----------------------------------------
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Narrator One:  
Well, seems like those friends should really communicate better with each other! 
What, lunch already?  Oh, yeah smell that fine cooking from the theater’s 
cafeteria!  And... look at those happy and eager faces enjoying lunch with one 
another!

Student  One:  Can you believe this awesome lunch! 

Student Two:  I love mystery meat!

Student Three:  And check out this dessert! 

Students One ,Two, and Three:  How’s your lunch?

Student Four:  Not so good, SPAM again!

Student Five:  Leftovers...again!

Student Six:  Hey, do want to trade with us?

Students One ,Two, and Three:  We don’t think so!  Let’s eat!

(Statue Takes the dessert)

Students One, Two, and Three :  All right!  Pass that dessert over! Wait a second, 
where are our dessert?  You took it!

Students Four:  What are you talking about?  

Students One, Two, and Three :  You stole it because you were jealous!

Student Five: What that is absurd! We would never  take your dessert! We are  so 
offended! 

Student Six:  We were just eating!

Students One, Two, and Three :  Yeah, our dessert!  Liars!

Students Four,  Five, and Six:  Fine!  Find yourself some new friends!
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Students One, Two, and Three :   Fine!

-------------------------------------------Scene 4-----------------------------------------

Narrator Two:  
Well, no one likes a food fight! Hey, it recess time, a perfect time to get along and 
enjoy the beautiful weather!  Looks like a soccer game is in the making...

Student  One:  Everyone ready for some soccer! 

Student Two:  I love soccer!

Student Three:  Check out this new soccer ball! 

Students One ,Two, and Three:  Want to play?

Student Four:  I am in!

Student Five:  Me too!

Student Six:  Me too, after I tie my shoes!

Students One ,Two, and Three:  Good thinking!

(Statue Takes the ball)

 
Students One, Two, and Three :  All right!  Let’s get it on! Wait a second, where 
is  our soccer ball?  You took it!

Students Four:  What are you talking about?  

Students One, Two, and Three :  You stole it because you were jealous!

Student Five: What that is absurd! We would never  take your soccer ball! We are  
so offended! 

Student Six:  Yeah, we were just tying our shoes!
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Students One, Two, and Three :    Liars!

Students Four,  Five, and Six:  Fine!  Find yourself some new friends!

Students One, Two, and Three :   Fine!

Narrator One:  
Talk about bad sportsmanship, huh? I guess nobody wins during that recess!

Narrator Two:
Speaking of winning, here comes the star quarterback and the head cheerleading 
celebrating the football’s triumphant victory!

Cheerleader:  Wow! You were so great tonight!

Football Player:  Ah, what’s five touchdowns, I should have scored six!

Cheerleader:  You are my hero! 

(Statue Kisses Cheerleader)

 
Cheerleader:  (Slaps Football player)  How dare you!   I am out of here!

Football Player:  What are you talking about?  Come back! Fine! Get a new 
friend!

Narrator One: 
Nothing’s worse than than broken communication. Except a broken heart (so sad)!

Narrator Two:  
Well, its almost six thirty which means it’s nearing showtime!.  In fact, here is the 
stage manager to do the finishes touches! 

Stage Manager:  (Cleaning the statue)  Oh, excuse me again, what a busy, busy 
day!   Kids... gotta love them!  Well, I hope you all enjoyed the show I would like 
to hear all about it.  (Statue continues to moves and mock)
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Do you see what I see?  Strange, I never noticed that dirty grin! Well, I got just the 
cure!   

Statue:  (water is sprayed and the statue reacts and sneezes)  Haaa choo! What are 
doing?

Stage Manager:  Ahaa!  I knew it talked and moved!

Narrator One:  
Well, what’s the moral....?

Narrator Two:  
Well, it’s the golden rule of course.

Narrator One:  
Treat one another as you would wanted to be treated,

Narrator Two:  
Because what goes around...

Both:  Comes around... Besides nothing can become between best friends!

Chorus:  You said it!
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